
William Edwards
26 Red Hawk RD, Pe Ell, WA, 98572
503 780-4181
elderflamearts@gmail.com

November 2nd, 2020

To: Braun Northwest, Inc.
150 North Star Drive
Chehalis, WA 98532 

Dear Braun NW Inc,

I'm interested in applying for your Assembly position in Chehalis Washington. 

I am drawn to assembly work because I find it enjoyable. Often my friends will come to me to 
assemble their furniture, and I am happy to take on the task. Braun NW Inc interest me specifically 
because the nature of building and designing unique emergency vehicles is a rewarding job that 
benefits the community. Personally I enjoy designing and detailing sculptures with my own small side 
business, and I would be excited to learn more about the design to production pipeline of new vehicles 
from customer concept to finished product. 

My work background includes working in the industrial pipe trade, designing and installing piping 
systems for chemical and gas distribution, assembling robotics and computer panels for microchip 
manufacturing machinery, inspecting and testing custom electronic cables for manufacturing and 
automation technology, along with an Associates of Applied Science Transfer Degree in 
Instrumentation and Control technology from Bellingham Technical college. Over the years I have 
adapted to many roles in construction, retail, management, customer service, entertainment, logistics, 
and quality assurance and feel confident I can be a versatile asset to the Braun team.

As mentioned earlier I run a small personal business doing sculpture and model painting work. I do 
commission based work mostly in the realm of table top gaming and miniatures. The design work I do 
is based in both physical and digital sculpture. I use Zbrush, Blender, and other 3D software to create 
digital characters and assets for 3D printing and digital gaming, and traditional sculpting techniques to 
create sculptures and molds for casting. Although I'm rather new to the field of professional sculpting 
and design I have an eye for detail and self motivation to learn and improve my skills, and believe my 
detailed nature is a boon to any job! As much as I love my small business it doesn't provide me with 
enough on it's own to be my sole source of income, and I would love to have work that is fulfilling to 
my mechanical and creative nature.

Looking forward to getting in contact with Braun NW Inc. and discussing employment opportunities!

Best regards,

William Edwards
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